
Directions

 Attach the applicator to the Dentisept tube. 

 Using the applicator, apply a pea sized amount 
along the outside of the teeth focusing on the 
gumline. 

 With a finger, gently cover the gums and teeth.

 Apply once daily or weekly, after meals for best 
results.

Distributed by: Forte Healthcare, Block 3, Unit 9,  
CityNorth Business Campus, Stamullen, Co. Meath, 
K32 D990, Ireland.
Tel: +353 (0)1 841 7666
Email: enquiries@fortehealthcare.com
Web: www.fortehealthcare.com
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A reAson to smile

Dentisept
Chlorhexidine 2 mg/g



Doggy breath is not normal!

 Bad breath is actually one of the most common 
signs of dental disease. 

 80% of dogs and cats over 3 years old have 
gum disease.

Fortunately, there is a simple solution 
for combating dental disease.
Daily toothbrushing is the gold standard in 
dental care as removes plaque before it becomes 
permanent tartar. If your pet already has dental 
disease, brushing can prevent further disease and 
reverse early signs.

Dentisept Adhesive Dental Gel 
However brushing may not be possible in all pets 
for lots of reasons.  This is where Dentisept comes 
in.

Dentisept is an adhesive oral gel that can be used 
either alone or after brushing.

Give them A reAson to 
smile with Dentisept 
ADhesive Gel

Dentisept benefits:

 Antiseptic & antibacterial ingredient with 
proven efficacy

 Binds to gums & teeth to ensure long lasting 
action

 Long-lasting slow-release 24 hour formula  

 Easy reach applicator

 Tasty vanilla flavour makes application a treat

What is dental disease? 

 Every day,  plaque (a sticky film of bacteria and 
sugars) forms on the teeth.

 Plaque hardens to tartar, holding the bacteria 
onto the tooth.

 Over time, the bacteria degrades the gum and 
the tooth. 

 Damage you can’t see occurs below the 
gumline, loosening the tooth.

 Dental disease can cause diseases in other 
parts of the body. 

“Without intervention, 
dental disease is 
always progressive.”

talk to your vet today about using 
Dentisept – because pets can’t 
brush, floss or rinse!

without protection Dentisept protection


